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Abstract: There has been a growth in the number of composite indicator tools used to assess com-
munity risk, vulnerability, and resilience, to assist study and policy planning. However, existing
research shows that these composite indicators vary extensively in method, selected variables, aggre-
gation methods, and sample size. The result is a plethora of qualitative and quantitative composite
indices to choose from. Despite each providing valuable location-based information about specific
communities and their qualities, the results of studies, each using disparate methods, cannot easily
be integrated for use in decision making, given the different index attributes and study locations.
Like many regions in the world, the Arctic is experiencing increased variability in temperatures as
a direct consequence of a changing planetary climate. Cascading effects of changes in permafrost
are poorly characterized, thus limiting response at multiple scales. We offer that by considering
the spatial interaction between the effects of permafrost, infrastructure, and diverse patterns of
community characteristics, existing research using different composite indices and frameworks can
be augmented. We used a system-science and place-based knowledge approach that accounts for
sub-system and cascade impacts through a proximity model of spatial interaction. An estimated
‘permafrost vulnerability surface’ was calculated across Alaska using two existing indices: relevant
infrastructure and permafrost extent. The value of this surface in 186 communities and 30 military
facilities was extracted and ordered to match the numerical rankings of the Denali Commission in
their assessment of permafrost threat, allowing accurate comparison between the permafrost threat
ranks and the PVI rankings. The methods behind the PVI provide a tool that can incorporate multiple
risk, resilience, and vulnerability indices to aid adaptation planning, especially where large-scale
studies with good geographic sample distribution using the same criteria and methods do not exist.

Keywords: arctic; infrastructure; national security; permafrost; resilience; permafrost vulnerability
index; cascading effects

1. Introduction
1.1. Effects of Thawing Permafrost on Arctic Communities

Permafrost is ground that remains below 0°C for two or more consecutive years,
making it frozen and a largely stable foundation for above-ground flora, fauna, and built
infrastructure [1]. Common in the Arctic and sub-Arctic regions, current estimates suggest
that between 30% and 85% of current subsurface permafrost will thaw if current warming
trends continue [2–4]. The effects of permafrost thaw are most visually striking on nat-
ural and artificial terrain features, e.g., the development of thermokarst, increases in the
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frequency and severity of thaw slump, damage to structures that experience stress as the
ground becomes less stable, etc. [5–9].

However, permafrost thaw impacts extend well beyond these obvious examples, alter-
ing local hydrology, water chemistry, plant cover, and other characteristics and processes
of the natural environment [10–12]. The cascade of outcomes threatens Arctic peoples
both physically and culturally, which has spawned a body of research focused on how
those living in the Arctic can assess and manage risk, and preserve their heritage and
communities in the face of rapid change [13–15]. This has not been limited solely to the
Arctic, and has been reflected in the expansion of indices worldwide—unevenly applied,
and hard to directly compare—to assess risk, vulnerability, and resilience (Figure 1) [16].

Figure 1. (a) (top) shows the number of documents, each year, in which the key phrase “composite
index” appears. (b) is the number of documents each year containing one or more of the following key
phrases: “disaster risk index”, “disaster vulnerability index”, “disaster resilience index”, “community
risk index”, “community vulnerability index”, “community resilience index”. The charts were
produced using the results of ITHAKA’s Constellate service at https://constellate.org/builder, and
presented here under their terms and conditions of permitted use, accessed 10 August 2023.

https://constellate.org/builder
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1.2. National Security Implications of Permafrost Thaw

While change and thaw of permafrost impacts food and environmental security in the
Arctic, there is an increasing awareness of concerns and connections between permafrost
degradation and national security. The role of the Arctic in geopolitical matters related to
the Russian Federation has been extensively discussed since the Seward purchase of Alaska
by the USA from Russia in 1867. Other nations, including those which identify as “near
arctic”, such as China, assert a long history of exploration. It is only recently, however, that
the Arctic has come to bear on national security and defense at a global scale as climate
change makes it more accessible and its relatively unique geographic features (e.g., the
shortest distances between landmasses in the northern hemisphere, etc) prove increasingly
attractive to national defense entities. From impacts on military infrastructure [17], major
communication cables [18], geoengineering security [19], and arctic operability [20], to risks
for the geo-political situation in the Arctic [21], there is an urgent need for tools to support
the mitigation of permafrost’s impacts on critical infrastructure, community livelihoods,
and national security.

A large body of literature exists on climate change and the maritime domain that
includes economic, military, security, public safety, subsistence, research, exploration and
tourism [22–25]. Another considerable body of literature exists on the physics, engineering,
and hydrology of the cryosphere including permafrost and its thaw [2,8,26]. Much of the
literature on adaptation falls into two categories: large scale, pan-Arctic assessments and
structure-scale engineering assessments. As with hydrological studies, especially local
freshwater systems, the inclusion of sociocultural elements was lacking. And, notably,
the treatment of national defense and security tends to focus on discussions of conflict or
sovereignty (governance). Key concerns and connections between permafrost thaw and
national security include: impacts on military infrastructure [17] and major communications
cables [18]; geoengineering security [19]; Arctic operability and environmental security [20];
and national security interests and geopolitics of the Arctic [21].

In terms of public safety and security, both U.S. and Canadian defense and public safety
agencies provide Arctic residents the support of activities such as search and rescue (SAR)
and humanitarian assistance and disaster response (HADR). Given the rapid increases in
climate variability, HADR may be expected to occur more frequently and requires a reliable
set of infrastructure systems (e.g., airfields) to execute. From a national defense perspective,
such infrastructure allows the U.S., Canada, and their allies to maintain a regular presence
which improves our ability to detect, deter, and defend against threats, if necessary. Law
enforcement and other public safety agencies also rely on a stable infrastructure system not
only for movement and missions but also for the funding that sustains their organizations
and activities. Alaska is already a difficult region to operate in for such agencies and,
as permafrost thaw affects terrestrial systems, their missions will not only become more
burdensome but also more expensive.

1.3. Evaluating Risk, Vulnerability, and Resilience

Existing methods for evaluating risk, vulnerability, and resilience generally rely on
comparative indices that can be divided into two broad categories. Composite indices layer
different community and locality attributes together, including structural and organiza-
tional concerns [16,27]. These are a “snapshot” of the location at the instant of evaluation.
The second set of indices are those that integrate locational characteristics over time. These
integrative approaches synthesize the community–environment relationship as part of a
system that can transition between states, rather than providing a static evaluation [28–31].
Both types of indices are often used to produce “nested” strategies, plans, capacity building,
and responses that aim to both connect local institutions to each other and to administrative
or government hierarchies [27]. Naturally, the value of these indices are location-dependent;
what is true in one place may not be in another. For example, Debortoli et al. 2019 limited
the results of their temporally integrated index to a radius of 100 km [29]. Below, we discuss
composite and temporally integrative indices, and offer that incorporating spatial processes
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allows researchers, and policy and decisional bodies, to integrate different indices and
geographic features to portray evaluations of risk, vulnerability, and/or resilience.

1.4. Composite Indices: A Community Snapshot

Evaluating how much a community might be affected by changes in the physical
environment, how much negative impact it will cause, and how well the community can
mitigate and bounce back from these changes is under constant study. For governments
and other key decision makers, data- and science-driven estimates about the location,
timing, scope, scale, and probability of the range of outcomes is necessary for creating
both sound, long-term policies and crisis and contingency plans [32]. While the direct
impacts of environmental change are felt most strongly at local levels, cascade effects
often generate far-reaching consequences in both space and time. Adaptive strategies
must therefore integrate a “range of approaches, informed by and customized to specific
local circumstances” ([33], p. 31). Current methods favor composite indices to assess risk,
vulnerability, and resilience. They run the gamut from biophysical risk indices, such as
oil spill impacts on Arctic life, to those including social, disaster-specific (e.g., flooding,
earthquakes, etc.), economic, and natural environment aspects [16,34].

Beccari compared 106 composite indices for disaster risk, vulnerability, and resilience
to determine whether or not they were “adding new explanatory power”, or simply
reassessing the same characteristics. The results indicated that there was little overlap
between the variables from index to index. However, when the variables were aggregated
into categories, indices displayed substantial overlap between these categories [16]. This
raises a conundrum for both policymakers and researchers who seek to make prioritization
or resource allocation decisions. On the one hand, the different methods used and low
overlap at the fundamental, variable level prevent direct integration of the results of studies
that used different indices. On the other, the types of information the variables represent
are similar enough that the “methodologies may not offer substantially different results
in presenting an understanding of risk, vulnerability, or resilience”. The ideal solution
would be to compare the outputs of different methods at the same locations and integrate
their results on that basis, but “aside from pilot locations, their implementation is often not
reported” [16].

A report to Alaska’s Denali Commission provides a salient example of how decision
makers look for relevant data and science in policy making and the use of composite indices
to fill this need. Established as a federal agency in Anchorage, AK by an act of Congress in
1998, the Commission is charged with job training and rural and infrastructure develop-
ment in the state of Alaska [35]. In 2019 the commission produced the “Statewide Threat
Assessment: Identification of Threats from Erosion, Flooding, and Thawing Permafrost in
Remote Alaska Communities”. A panel of scientists and engineers scored, evaluated, and
ranked the threat to 187 communities (please see Appendix A in [36] for a complete list)
(Figure 2) based on the best available data, dividing them into three groups, from greatest to
lowest threat from thawing permafrost. The nine evaluation factors included infrastructure,
environmental, cultural, and land-use considerations. Group 1 (35 communities, ranks 1–9)
were built on ice-rich permafrost where thaw already has had, or is anticipated to have, a
high impact. Group 2 (54 communities, ranks 10–18) were built on permafrost of moderate
ice content, which may be discontinuous, and do not show severe existing damage from
thaw. Group 3 (98 communities, ranks 19–23) have ice-poor or otherwise stable soils, and
exhibit no or minimal existing damage [36]. This report was notable for its large geographic
scope, sample size, and thorough treatment of uncertainty, which appears only in about
20% of risk, vulnerability, and resilience composite indices [16].
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Figure 2. Distribution of communities evaluated in the Denali Commission Report.

1.5. Integrative Indices: Local Trajectory Assessments

These composite methods, while useful, are not necessarily integrative as they do
not examine the communities and their risk, vulnerability, and resilience as functions of
the landscape systems in which they are embedded [29,37]. Integrative indices derive
their value by considering human–environment interactions as part of ongoing processes
that transition from one state to another over time. Examples include the Alaskan Water
Resource Vulnerability Index (AWRVI), the Arctic Climate Change Vulnerability Index
(ACCVI), the coastal vulnerability index [38], and the extreme heat vulnerability index [39].
The AWRVI merged bio-physical and socioeconomic processes occurring over a 30-year
period. That approach captured the dimension of time and evaluated system trajectory,
rather than providing a snapshot of the current system state [28,30,31]. The ACCVI uses a
similar approach, expressing community vulnerability as a function of exposure, sensitivity,
and adaptive capacity to climate change impacts over time. Like the AWRVI, it incorporates
biophysical and social information to evaluate community-environment trajectory and the
uncertainty associated with the assessment [29]. Crucially, the results of both methods
were reviewed and validated by the communities that researchers partnered with in the
respective studies.

We propose that the geographic limitations identified by Beccari can be overcome
by considering the spatial relationships between study locations, and the results of any
chosen set of composite, integrative, or other indices combined for greater decisional
insight. This paper establishes an integrative permafrost vulnerability index (PVI) for
determining the relative susceptibility to permafrost thaw at a location as a function of
spatial proximity to other locales of vulnerability. Given that human communities and
infrastructure exist as part of interrelated and interdependent systems and permafrost thaw
damages or degrades these systems, the development and application of the PVI attempts
to answer how vulnerable any given community is to the consequences of this change. This
is demonstrated for Alaska in the context of critical infrastructure and national security as
components of community resilience.
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2. Methods
2.1. The Permafrost Vulnerability Index: A System Trajectory over Space

We provide an extension to integrative indices by incorporating estimates of system
changes based on spatial processes; that is, how things change over space. Spatial pro-
cesses include the diffusion of information, disease spread, demographics, environmental
characteristics, and so forth [40]. They can be thought of as the effect that something at
location a has at location b some distance away [41,42]. The corollary is that a phenomenon
or feature external to an area of interest can also affect what goes on within that area of
interest [42,43]. The underlying principle—that similarities, degree of influence, or other
effects are greater at short distances than large ones—have informed everything from how
“attractive” locations are for visitation or use [44–46], to metrics for assessing the loss of
military effectiveness over distance [47]. We apply these principles by estimating the effects
of infrastructure, the AWRVI index, and the Denali Commission Report permafrost threat
rankings for 186 communities (although the report indicates evaluation of 187 communities,
only 186 received permafrost threat rankings, see ([36], p. A-8)) on each other to create
a PVI that accounts for spatial relationships in the system. We then apply the results to
military locations in Alaska to demonstrate both versatility and how it might be used to
inform decisions beyond local policy.

2.2. Vulnerability as a Function of Space

Familiar phenomena quickly convey the concept of the spatial process. The amount of
heat felt from a fire dissipates with distance, for example, as does the force of gravity. In
this sense, everything creates a “field of effect” that decreases over space. In its simplest
form, this is expressed as inverse distance weighting (IDW), where the effect of something
at one location on a second place is indirectly proportional to the distance between them.
This also goes the other way; anything at the second location will impact the first according
to the same relationship. Since it is not a one-way relationship, this is called the spatial
interaction between the two locations [48]; the human body exhibits a gravitational pull
on the Earth, for example, forming an interactive system. The amount of gravity a human
body creates is just so minute it is largely irrelevant. This is captured by (Equation (1)),
where Pi and Pj are any measured values of the phenomenon of interest at two locations,
dk

ij is the distance between the locations, with k as the power to which this is raised e.g.,
inverse square laws, etc., and Tij is the amount of spatial interaction.

Tij =
PiPj

dk
ij

(1)

The idea of interacting spatial fields yields another result. The effect or “field strength”
of phenomena at any location is the sum of all the spatial interactions. Figure 3 shows five
instances of the same phenomenon, each at a different distance from a location of interest.
The total effect at this location is the sum of their contributions.

We approach vulnerability here as the degree to which change is likely to create adverse
effects on the system [49]. Our concept of spatial relationships relies on positive spatial
autocorrelation; the idea that, on average, proximal locations have more characteristics
in common than those far apart, e.g., the system state at a randomly selected location
10 m away is going to be more similar than that of a randomly selected location 1000 km
away [50]. IDW, as per Equation (1), expresses this concisely by attenuating the known
values based on distance, in order to provide estimates.
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Figure 3. Visualization of spatial interaction. Given phenomena 1–5, the strength of their effect,
and their distance from location L, their collective impact at L is the sum of the values over their
respective distances.

It is for this reason that IDW is a ‘workhorse’ in spatial analysis when estimating
phenomenon and feature values at locations for which no observation data are available,
such as the amount of rainfall between rain collection gauges. It is computationally fast,
easy to understand, and available in common geospatial analysis software packages (e.g.,
QGIS, ESRI products, etc.). It can be used in almost any conceivable problem involving
location: pollution models, disease prevalence, precipitation and climatic variable estimates,
genetic distribution, and habitat suitability are only a few possible applications [51–55].

2.3. Formalized Conception of PVI

Both the AWRVI and the ACCVI formalize their examination of community vulner-
ability as the product of system component interactions over time. We offer a spatially
integrated version of community vulnerability as Equation (2), where PVI is the vulnera-
bility index score, and Csubindex and Gsubindex are the researcher-chosen observations of risk,
vulnerability, and/or resilience, and relevant geographic features, respectively.

PVI = Csubindex × Gsubindex (2)

Csubindex is found as per Equation (3), below where Cscore is the min-max scaled value of
observations in the community under evaluation and,

Csubindex =
n

∑
1

Cscore (3)

Gsubindex is the min-max scaled sum of the geographic feature scores (Gi; themselves min-
max scaled) divided by some power of the feature’s distance from the community, as per
IDW (Equation (4)). An important distinction: the Gsubindex represents the total effect of the
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selected geographic features on the locations under study; it does not directly represent the
effects of local permafrost changes on the geographic features. The spatial relationships
between the system formed by the community and the geographic features underpin this
subindex, and can be expressed succinctly as “more is not necessarily better”. To illustrate,
dense, multiply-redundant, critical infrastructure located near a community is more likely
to impact it, more often, than infrastructure further away. However, if the community is
experiencing adverse effects from landscape changes, then the density of the infrastructure
and its proximity cannot contribute to resilience or adaptability, and in fact is far more
likely to create negative effect cascades.

Gsubindex =
n

∑
i=1

Gi

dk
GC

(4)

As with AWRVI and the ACCVI, this formulation expresses community vulnerability as the
product of the system components. In the first part of this study, we evaluated three classes
of phenomena for their impact over space: infrastructure, the communities’ permafrost
ranks from the Denali Commission Report, and the AWRVI assessments. In the second
part, we applied the results to military locations to estimate their PVI and rank-order
them accordingly.

2.4. Community Observation Selection

The Denali Commission and AWRVI study results were selected as observations that
establish how changing permafrost is affecting communities. The Denali Commission
Report community rankings constitute expert assessment of several data sources across
nine community evaluation factors. Data used included remote and on-site observations,
geo-technical reports, surface geology maps, terrain information, and scientific literature
on permafrost distribution and behavior. The nine evaluation factors were the impacts to:

1. Critical Infrastructure;
2. Human Health and Safety;
3. Subsistence and Shoreline Use;
4. Land Use/Geograpic Location;
5. Percentage of Population Affected;
6. Housing Distribution;
7. Environmental Threat;
8. Cultural Importance;
9. Commercial Infrastructure

The resulting rankings therefore include biophysical, sociocultural, and economic
factors, as well as expert judgment (see ([36], pp. 4-4 to 4-14)). A rank of one indicated the
highest permafrost threat score and 23 the lowest.

AWRVI was developed in 2008 to help communities examine their vulnerability to
changing water resources, and was included in the Arctic Adaptation Exchange of the
Arctic Council in 2018. AWRVI includes physical and social composite layers, and included
temporal change, as well as the community perceptions of such changes. The objective was
to enable communities to develop culturally and locationally specific strategies to adapt to
and manage the availability of their water resources over time. The AWRVI was initially
conducted with three Alaskan communities, then updated in 2018 based on participant
feedback while being applied to four more Alaskan communities. AWRVI is comprised
of physical and social sub-indices (Table 1). The results in each case were validated by
community participants [28,30,31]. Using both the Denali Commission findings and the
AWRVI study results incorporates a composite and integrative index into the PVI.
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Table 1. AWRVI Subindices.

Physical Subindex Social Subindex

Natural Supply Knowledge Capacity
Municipal Supply Collective Community Capacity

Water Quality Institutional Capacity
Permafrost Cultural Capacity

Subsistence Habitat Mobility

2.5. Selection of Geographic Features

To select geographic features, we included inputs from security and defense practition-
ers and data from the long running Bering Sea Sub Network (BSSN) and the Community
Observing Network for Adaptation and Security (CONAS), including changes to infras-
tructure resulting from permafrost thaw [56,57]. These networks consisted of Alaskan rural
community residents, mainly Alaska Natives, who placed into context the consequences
of infrastructure vulnerabilities and/or resilience taking place as the local environment
changed [56,58]. Based on these diverse and extensive inputs we chose infrastructure
that impacts not only the livelihoods and thrivability of arctic residents but also those
which have connectivity to the continental United States. Impacts ranged from access to
energy (i.e., crude oil, etc.), food resources, military and security systems that provide
information and data required for defense and safety, transportation, including that at local
community levels, minerals required for the functioning of a healthy national economy
which provides the federal resources that are then returned back to arctic residents. We
cordoned these into six categories of community-supporting infrastructure, which were
then used to create the geographic feature sub-index: communications, transport, services,
water, energy, and waste/pollution. A total of 22 infrastructure types, each with tens to
thousands of publicly-available unique geographic features [59–69], were represented as
per Table 2.

Table 2. Infrastructure categories and types.

Categories Types

Communications Microwave Towers, Post Offices, Cell Phone Towers
Transport Airports, Ports and Harbors, Ferries, Roads

Services Fire Departments, Health Services, State Troopers, Emergency
Operations Centers

Water Dams, Wastewater, Water Treatment Facilities, Water Distribution
Energy Bulk Fuel, Oil Facilities, the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System, Power Lines

Waste/Pollution Contaminated Sites, Landfills

2.6. PVI Co-Design

Two levels of engagement were involved in the design and validation of the PVI.
First, we leveraged the existing assessment of threats from permafrost thaw by the Denali
Commission which was undertaken with input from Alaskan communities [35]—that is, a
communities of people in specific locales (Figure 2). Second, the construction of the PVI
equation and mapping utilized a quadrant-enabled Delphi (QED) approach [70] for eliciting
and synthesizing input from federal, state, local, tribal, territorial, and private (FSLTTP)
subject matter experts—representing a community of practice. The Denali Commission’s
statewide threat assessment was undertaken by engineers from the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, the U.S. Army Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, and the
University of Alaska Fairbanks [35]. While no direct engagement with community members
or community experts was conducted, the assessment did directly use the outcomes from
the Alaska Baseline Erosion Survey that included a community survey of 127 respondents
from 178 Alaskan communities who reported types and severity of erosion problems as well
as the perceived success of corrective actions [35]. The PVI was co-developed with a diverse
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range of FSLTTP experts and representatives using the QED methodology [70]. A two-day
virtual QED workshop was held 2–3 June 2020 to elicit and synthesize FSLTTP input. This
involved 50 participants in three successive sessions organized in four quadrants to identify,
rate, and rank components of risk, safety, security, and vulnerability in Arctic Alaska. By the
final session on Day 2, a draft PVI and preliminary map outputs were presented and vetted.

2.7. PVI Construction

There were eight steps in PVI construction:

1. Create quantitative scores for the 186 communities under study based on the Denali
commission and AWRVI results;

2. From these scores and the community locations, create an estimative raster surface
over the study area for the Denali commission and AWRVI results (one for each) using
IDW, which reflects the interactions of their systems over space (2 total raster surfaces);

3. Aggregate the two rasters to obtain a single estimative surface representing Csubindex;
4. Generate quantitative scores for each geographic feature within the 22 infrastruc-

ture types;
5. Using these scores, calculate the effects of the geographic features on the communities

under study using IDW;
6. Generate one estimative raster surface for the effects of each of the 22 infrastructure

types, as found in the preceding step (22 total raster surfaces);
7. Aggregate the rasters from step six by category, then sum the six category rasters to

create a single estimative surface representing Gsubindex;
8. Multiply these rasters element-wise to obtain a single raster representing the estimated

PVI over the state of Alaska, and extract the values at the locations of the communities
to obtain the community PVIs.

All calculations and spatial operations were done using a projected coordinate system
and Euclidean distance. The details of implementation are discussed below.

2.7.1. Step 1: Scoring of Communities

The Denali Commission ranked each of the 186 communities into bins from 1 to 23,
where 1 represented the communities most threatened by permafrost, and 23 those least
threatened by permafrost. The AWRVI studies generated results between 1 and 0; a 1 would
indicate the most vulnerable of communities, and 0 the least vulnerable. These are inverse
schema: the lower value in the Denali Commission represents the greater threat, while
a lower AWRVI value shows lower vulnerability. Scores were therefore assigned in the
following manner. The reciprocal of the Denali Commission rank was used as the Denali
Commission score, e.g., the rank of one remained one, while a reported rank of 18 generated
a score of 1/18 or 0.05556. The AWRVI results were directly used as the score. In this way,
the scoring was matched; higher scores indicated greater threat or vulnerability, and lower
scores lower threat or vulnerability.

2.7.2. Steps 2 and 3: Generating and Aggregating the Community Rasters

There were three considerations in generating the community rasters. First, the large
difference between the Denali Commission and AWRVI sample size and distribution
needed to be resolved. Secondly, the value for k in Equation (1) needed to demonstrate
spatial interaction between the communities, while ensuring the raster’s estimate of the
community score was accurate. Finally, the dissimilarity in scoring magnitudes had to
be rectified.

The Denali Commission evaluated 186 remote communities (populations: min = 8,
max = 6270, mean = 443, median = 245) in its permafrost rankings, resulting in Figure 4,
while the AWRVI study evaluated 7, each of which was also part of the Denali Commission
report. Using 7 unevenly distributed points to create an estimative surface over Alaska is
infeasible. However, 179 Denali Commission communities did not have AWRVI scores. This
was remedied by assigning the mean of the 7 AWRVI scores, 0.6257, to the the remaining
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communities. This ensured that all 186 community locations could be used in creating
an AWRVI score estimative surface, without generating artificial minima and maxima in
unobserved locations solely as a function of distance (Figure 5).

Figure 4. An estimative raster surface generated from the 186 Denali Commission report scores.
Cooler colors (blues and greens) indicate lower permafrost threat rankings, while hotter colors
(yellows and reds) indicate higher rankings. See Figure 2 for community locations.

Figure 5. An estimative raster surface generated from the AWRVI scores. Each color represents
a different range of values. The study area is largely the same color, here yellow, indicating low
variation (0.619–0.629 on a scale of 0–1, or ≈1%). The green points are the locations of communities
included in the AWRVI studies.

When using IDW, the value of k in Equation (1) must be chosen to reflect how heavily
the distance between two locations affects their interactions. As the equation suggests,
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higher values of k create rapid decreases in spatial interaction as the distance increases.
This is seen, for example, in the inverse square laws of physics; e.g., gravity is 1/4 as
strong at twice the distance, rather than 1/2 as strong. We chose a value of k, 1.75, to create
the maximum spatial interaction between locations, while returning accurate estimates at
observed locations, and preserving the community’s ordinal ranking based on its assigned
Denali and AWRVI scores. Values of k below 1.75, representing stronger spatial interactions,
created changes in ordinal rank, while values above 1.75 did not provide the maximum
possible spatial interaction.

Both rasters were produced using the same extent boundaries and a cell size of
1000 m, to ensure an exact match between them, and prevent a need for resampling. The
dissimilarity in scoring magnitudes between the rasters was solved through simple min-
max scaling prior to their aggregation by summing. The raster cells all occupied the range
[0, 1] with the lowest value scaled to 0 and the highest value scaled to 1. The resulting raster,
representing Csubindex, is presented in the section discussing step eight.

2.7.3. Step 4: Scoring the Geographic Features of Infrastructure Types

Where possible, the geographic features—some 15,000 in all—were scored according
to an existing metric, e.g., capacity for fuel tanks, normal storage for dams, power line
voltage, etc. In cases where no such metric existed, all features were treated as equivalent,
and received a score of 1 (Table 3).

Table 3. Infrastructure types and feature scoring.

Infrastructure Weighting Criteria Weights Assigned

Airports None Same weight for all locations
Docks None Same weight for all locations

Bulk Fuel Tanks Capacity The capacity of the tanks (min = 600,
max = 1,786,590)

Cell Towers None Same weight for all locations
Contaminated Sites Type (1–5) 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5

Dams Normal Storage Normal storage of the dam
Power Transmission Lines Voltage Voltage (min = 7.2, max = 238)

Emergency Operations Centers None Same weight for all locations
Fire Departments None Same weight for all locations
Medical Facilities Number of different certifications (up to 5) 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5

Landfills Type (1–4) 1, 2, 3, or 4
Microwave Towers None Same weight for all locations

Oil Refineries None Same weight for all locations
Ports and Harbors None Same weight for all locations

Post Offices None Same weight for all locations
Roads None Same weight for all locations

State Ferry None Same weight for all locations
State Troopers None Same weight for all locations

Trans-Alaska Pipeline System (TAPS) None Same weight for all locations
Wastewater Treatment System Class (1–5) 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5
Fresh Water Treatment System Class (1–5) 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5

Water Distribution System System Class (1–4) 1, 2, 3, or 4

2.7.4. Steps 5, 6, and 7: Calculating the Effects of Infrastructure on Communities Using
IDW, Generating Estimative Rasters, and Aggregation to a Single Raster

The effect of each geographic feature (Figure 6) in the selected infrastructure types
on all 186 communities evaluated in the Denali Commission report was calculated using
Equation (4), with k again set to 1.75, for consistency. Each geographic feature within an
infrastructure type therefore had 186 associated effect values. These were then summed to
a single effect score, indicating how much that specific feature (e.g., an airport, dam, etc.)
impacts the communities overall. These effect scores were then min–max scaled within type.
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For features easily represented as points, this was a straightforward distance calcu-
lation between two sets of coordinates. However, three infrastructure types, power lines,
roads, and the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System, are represented as line features. Here the line
nearest each of the 186 communities was selected, and the point on that line closest to the
community used in the calculation. This yielded a one-to-one mapping, such that these
three infrastructure types were each spatially represented by their own set of 186 points.
Calculations then proceeded as per the method used for point features.

Figure 6. Point locations of all geographic features as per Table 3, comprising the Gsubindex.

Estimative raster surfaces of the infrastructure type effects on the communities were
then generated using the same extent and cell size settings used in step two. An important
point must be made here. During step two, the spatial interaction between the communities
was directly calculated during raster creation i.e., k = 1.75. Here, k = 1.75 during the effects
calculation using Equation (4). Consequently, direct linear interpolation was used to create
the effects rasters; interpolating at a power of 1.75 would result in inappropriately applying
the k value twice.

After this, the infrastructure type effect rasters were summed within their category.
The resultant six category rasters were min–max scaled to account for the different number
of types in each category and then summed into a single raster representing Gsubindex
(Figure 7).

2.7.5. Step 8: Creating the PVI Raster and Extracting the PVI for Each Community

The final step combined the Csubindex and Gsubindex surfaces through element-wise (cell
by cell) multiplication of their rasters. As Csubindex summed two rasters, yielding possible
values from [0, 2] while Gsubindex summed six rasters for values from [0, 6], min–max
scaling was used a final time prior to multiplication, as per Equation (1). This raster was
then clipped so its boundaries conformed to existing permafrost extent [71]; locations
without permafrost are not directly vulnerable to the effects of permafrost thaw in their
communities, nor is their surrounding infrastructure. We note this is reflected in the Denali
Commission Report rankings—communities in these locations received the lowest rank
(23). PVI values for the 186 communities were then extracted from the final raster (Figure 8).
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Figure 7. (a) shows the estimated Csubindex surface, (b) displays the Gsubindex surface, and (c) is
the estimated PVI surface for the 186 Remote Communities that were evaluated by the Denali
Commission Report. Cooler colors (blues and greens) represent locations with lower values, while
hotter colors (yellow to red) are regions with higher values. White areas inside the Alaska outline are
locations without permafrost.

2.8. PVI for Military Facilities

We applied the same eight steps to 30 military facilities in Alaska (Figure 9) to demon-
strate versatility and how this spatial approach can be applied to fully non-observed
locations. The Csubindex surface was once again applied, but the spatial relationships of
the infrastructure were recalculated into a Gmilitary subindex based on their distances to the
military facilities (Figure 8).

Figure 8. (a) shows the estimated Csubindex surface, (b) displays the Gmilitary subindex surface, and (c) is
the estimated PVI surface for the 30 military facilities. Cooler colors (blues and greens) represent
locations with lower values, while hotter colors (yellow to red) are regions with higher values. White
areas inside the Alaska outline are locations without permafrost.
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Figure 9. Point locations of military facilities used to create Figure 8.

3. Results

The output maps (Figures 7 and 8) met expectations for visual inspection; locations
of higher and lower PVI are clearly delineated and easy to interpret, including initial
vetting by experts and representatives at the QED workshop. The inclusion of state-wide,
related infrastructure as part of the system evaluation had a clear effect on the spatial
pattern; the Csubindex (Figures 7a and 8a) has obvious horizontal (east–west) banding, while
the Gsubindices (Figures 7b and 8b) show greater vertical orientation (north–south). This is
reflected in the PVI surfaces (Figures 7c and 8c). Visual tools are valuable communication
devices for policy and decision makers (e.g., [16] etc.).

Mathematically, validation was approached by examining the statistical differences
between the calculated and extracted values for all input locations for both sub-indices, as
per Table 4. Unsurprisingly, the 15,000 geographic features comprising the infrastructure
types showed the highest mean difference and standard deviation. However, even at
σ = ±3, this amounts to only a ±0.094 error on a scale of [0, 1]. The accuracy of the
estimative surface compared to directly calculated results is thus clearly within acceptable
limits. As discussed in Section 2.7.2 , the correlation between the Denali Commission
permafrost threat rankings, and those derived from extracted values, was perfect, with
ρ = 1.

Table 4. Aggregate statistics for validating direct calculation vs. the values extracted from the
estimative surfaces.

Metric
Mean Difference between
Calculated and Estimated

Surface Values

Standard Deviation of the
Difference between Calculated
and Estimated Surface Values

Denali Scores 0.00001 0.005
AWRVI Scores <0.00001 0.001

Infrastructure Scores 0.00123 0.0316

Our attention then turned to comparing PVI to an external metric; the permafrost
threat index developed by the Denali Commission. We expected that since the AWRVI
surface was fairly constant, the variation in the Csubindex would be due mostly to the Denali
Commission rankings. Since the Csubindex is numerically 1/2 of the PVI score, the correlation
between the PVI values and the Denali Commission rankings should be about 0.5. This
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was borne out upon examination: we grouped the PVI results into the same number of
ranks, and the same number of communities within each rank, as found in the Denali
report, and established that ρ = 0.5114. Values of ρ that deviated substantially from this
expectation would suggest the model was unreliable; the size and spatial distribution of the
observations, and unit-distance between the ranks of the Denali study, made it a suitable
baseline for comparison.

Digging deeper into the comparison shows that when using the PVI, 122 communities
experienced some absolute change to their ranking, and 64 did not. A total of 14 showed
statistically significant changes to their rankings at α = 0.5 (x̄ = 0, σ = 6.877). The greatest
rank shift was experienced by the community of Togiak, which catapulted from 23 in the
Denali Commission report to a rank of 2 using the PVI. This pointed to an exceptionally high
value for the Gsubindex at that location, which proved correct—Togiak and its immediate
vicinity had the second highest Gsubindex values in the data set. We provide the number of
communities displaying statistically meaningful difference between their Denali Committee
Report rankings and the PVI rankings, below (Table 5).

Table 5. Number of communities showing statistically meaningful differences between their Denali
Report Rankings and PVI scores.

Significance Level Number of Communities

α = 0.05 14
α = 0.10 26
α = 0.20 39

4. Discussion

The initial PVI presented here provides decisional guidance even when the exact
relationships between systems and subsystems have not yet been elucidated. The Denali
Commission Report was careful to point out the uncertainties in their evaluation of threat
from permafrost change (see Figures 5 and 6 in [36]) due to lack of data. Similarly, the
PVI constructed here was conducted with sparse information about the exact relationships
between the communities and state-wide infrastructure. More concretely establishing
the importance of specific infrastructure systems ranging across Alaska to the individual
communities would greatly improve the PVI value as a decision-making tool.

Nonetheless, the PVI is the first vulnerability index developed for permafrost and is a
feasible initial method for calculating a field of effect for a phenomenon, feature, or event
representing vulnerability, even when observations are sparse relative to the size of the
study area. This delivers two-fold value. The low error in the interpolated surface when
compared to the directly calculated values makes it a reliable visual and mathematical
representation of what is known or assessed. As with any approach, the exact conception
of distance relationships can be fine-tuned according to need, and the scoring/weighting
methods for communities and infrastructure adjusted. Accuracy and precision of the
estimative surfaces would improve with increased number and frequency of observations.

We emphasize that the PVI value at any point on the estimative surface represents the
vulnerability of that location to the effects of changing permafrost, rather than representing
the effects of permafrost change itself. To elucidate, consider a hypothetical community
built on an island of stable geology, but surrounded by areas greatly affected by permafrost
thaw. Regardless of its own geological stability, it remains vulnerable, systemically, to
the effects of permafrost thaw in its surrounds. This is, in fact, the dynamic at play in
Togiak’s rise from a rank of 23 in the Denali Commission Report to 2 in the PVI. While
Togiak itself shows little impact from permafrost thaw effects, the region within a 250 km
radius has 22 communities that show some effect. A total of 11 of these 22 communities are
in the top 50% at-risk rankings according to the Denali Commission Report, while 8 are
in the top one-third, and all of the infrastructure is close to their respective communities,
accounting for the high Gsubindex score. Togiak’s dramatic shift in rank comes from its
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receipt of adverse cascade effects as part of a spatially interactive, community–community,
community–landscape system.

On this basis, we offer that the PVI provides valuable insight for focused policy and
decision making. One policy need, for instance, is the triage and prioritization of resources
for mitigation to permafrost thaw. Here, the application of the PVI to military facilities,
both Department of Defense and Department of Homeland Security, becomes relevant.
These entities, like Alaskan communities, have a vested interest in long-term mitigation
of vulnerabilities. The resources they bring include not only those which sustain existing
infrastructure systems but also those which may be required to support the relocation
and/or mitigation engineering of settlements underlain by thawing permafrost. These
are costs that will fall to both the State of Alaska and the federal system. Finally, and
perhaps most critically, in the mid- to longer-term permafrost thaw will severely impact
ecosystems by changing the dynamics of sediment transport, surface and sub-surface
freshwater balances, and near-shore habitats. The cascading effects of these changes are
poorly understood yet have the ability to restructure entire ecosystems, which will change
significantly, affecting the patterns of life and cultures of humans and other fauna. Assisting
all potential partners in prioritization and decision making is therefore crucial as permafrost
thaw continues.

At the moment, such decisions are limited to using past, or at best, present trends in
the data. Further work could strive to achieve forecasting capabilities, which would enable
policymakers to base their choices on reliably projected future scenarios. Agent-based
modeling, the representation of real-world entities as simulated software agents, is one
way to achieve these insightful projections. The application of agent-based modeling to
understanding the future of the Arctic, especially as it pertains to permafrost degradation,
is a topic of ongoing work [72]. There are also opportunities to combine agent-based
capabilities with conceptions of distance and spatial interactions; these options should be
further explored.

While the value of the PVI is to Alaska and the broader community of Arctic residents,
what may be more important for other researchers is that the method used can incorporate
additional indices, regardless of their own variables and sub-indices, to create an integrated
risk, vulnerability, or resilience estimate for any location. This is particularly valuable
when leveraging existing research, since most studies are limited both in geographic scope
and spatial distribution within that scope. There are numerous risk-related indices, each
with their own purpose and emphasis ranging from infrastructure to cultural practices
(e.g., [16]). The spatial estimation presented in this paper provides a way to integrate any
subset of them according to specific interests and needs. Similarly, IDW is not the only
way to conceive of spatial relationships and derive an estimate. Far more advanced, but
computationally intensive, methods exist and can be applied as warranted or preferred.

More specifically, the PVI is intended to be an interface between science and policy. In
this context, the Denali Commission Report represented an important advancement in the
collective understanding about how Alaskan communities—and presumably similar Arctic
or near-Arctic communities worldwide—might be impacted by thawing permafrost. With
the PVI, permafrost thaw is treated as a coupled social–ecological and technological system
(SETS). The PVI provides an understanding of spatially explicit interactions with respect
to permafrost vulnerability that enhances recent modeling toolbox efforts for permafrost
landscapes [73]. The PVI is not advanced as an alternative to qualitative assessments to per-
mafrost risk for Arctic communities but can compliment risk frameworks that are based on
firsthand qualitative interactions (e.g., [74]) or fieldwork that encapsulates narratives of lo-
cal realities of permafrost degradation [75]. Further advancements in the knowledge about
how permafrost thaw and community adaptations to new physical conditions interact will
come from a concerted systems science approach because SETS present interrelationships
that should be considered when assessing hazard, threat, risk, vulnerability, and resilience.
Doing this requires systematic assessments by teams of experts (e.g, using methods such as
the QED), co-developed partnerships with communities, and regular field observations to
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understand how changes in one place or part of the system impact the others. The value of
the PVI in this regard is that it identifies locations that may be of particular interest, and
thus helps guide research and policy.
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